Beyond CTMS. Beyond Operational Metrics. True Performance.

Platform Licenses
Delivering Value
Our flexible, scalable system allows your team to access the power of Performer’s
data and analytics regardless of your organization’s size.

Start-Up License
Our start-up program is designed for biotechs and other organizations, such as
new CROs and functional area vendors, with fewer than five active Phase 2–4 trials.
Performer helps start-up groups start assessing performance in a more rigorous
manner and build a benchmarking database that will grow with your company.

Individual License
Individual licenses are available for organizations of any size with unlimited trial
assessments and personnel contributions.

Enterprise License
An enterprise license enables a robust, organization-wide, performance management
system and process. The full capabilities of Performer are available to anyone
within the company and the standard fee includes quarterly, one-on-one consulting
with CRO Analytics experts.
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Performer Platform
Utilizing different assessment
modules, ranging from trial
management, site management
and beyond, covering the gamut
of clinical research. Performer
is a cloud-based, SaaS platform
providing the data you need to
make informed, timely decisions
to improve the efficiency and
quality of your clinical trials.

Trial Management Module™
This module specifically looks
at key drivers of performance in
clinical trials, at each key stage
of the trial, highlighting strengths
and weaknesses of the team.
The resulting information helps
guide decisions and course correct
the direction of a trial to ensure
timeliness, effectiveness and
success.

Trial Management Module
Industry Benchmarking
Standard Reporting
Custom Reporting
Unlimited Trials
Unlimited Users
Preferred Consulting Access

Collect smart data and make smarter decisions in meeting the challenging and
changing demands of clinical trials. To learn more about the Performer platform visit
us at croanalytics.com.

CRO Analytics provides the only
validated performance data
collection system, providing
straightforward access to reliable
benchmarking, key performance
drivers and predictive analytics
in an intuitive format.
Our assessment tools and services
make clinical research better, faster
and less expensive.
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